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A
Art

Max Mara

Da sempre l’arte costituisce 
una delle ispirazioni 
fondamentali per Max Mara.  
Ieri oggi e domani. Per maxi 
pull e abiti lunghi (o corti) a 
fantasia e grafiche astratte.

Art is always a fundamental 
source of inspiration for Max Mara: 
in the past, today and into the 
future. For the oversize pullovers 
and long (or short) dresses 
abstract patterns and graphics.



 Couture Inspiration

A
Atelier

Max Mara

Foulard Coat



Redingote Reversible

Max Mara

Lady Like

A
Atelier



Il tailoring di nuova generazione. 
Per giacche e cappotti che evolvono 
l’ispirazione sartoriale maschile  
in capi “female empowered”.

B
Boyfriend

Sportmax

Next generation tailoring. 
For coats and jackets that take men’s-style 
tailoring to the next level in garments of 
“female empowerment”.



C
Coats

Max Mara

New Parka

Masculine Oversize

Zipped
Caban

Pea Coat



C
Cappotti

’S Max Mara

M I N I M A L



C
Coats

Weekend  Max Mara

Short Coats

Country Cape



2B      byU
Iris Law interpreta la capsule collection di maglieria ispirata a Marilyn Monroe

Marilyn Monroe, icona del cinema, la donna che forse più di tutte ha definito l’idea di sensualità 
nel Novecento. 
Iris Law modella e attivista, uno spirito forte che oggi affascina il mondo dalle copertine dei 
magazine più importanti, dalle passerelle dei brand più famosi, dai suoi stessi social. 
È lei la Marilyn della Gen Z, magnetica, libera, indipendente. Sono Marilyn e Iris l’anima e il volto di 
ToBeLovedByYou, la capsule collection di Sportmax per l’Autunno-Inverno 2022/23 che attraverso 
dei total look in maglia traduce nel linguaggio contemporaneo di Iris, figlia di Jude Law e di Sadie 
Frost, la femminilità assoluta dell’icona hollywoodiana.

Sono le parole della canzone I wanna be loved by you, cantata dalla Monroe nel cult movie del 
1959 A qualcuno piace caldo di Billy Wilder, a dare il nome a questa capsule di Sportmax creata 
pensando al guardaroba della diva, ai suoi abiti scollatissimi e fascianti, ai giochi di esili spalline 
e schiene nude che l’hanno resa un simbolo senza tempo di femminilità consapevole del proprio 
potere di seduzione. Lo stesso che oggi emana Iris, diversa ma come lei forte nell’interpretare con 
determinazione la sensualità del proprio tempo.

La collezione è realizzata in cashmere, le silhouette sono aderenti, un inno sexy per tutte le 
powerful women di oggi. Alle shape attillate, fanno da contraltare i maglioni oversize con un cuore 
intarsiato in versione macro o micro, con nuance a contrasto.
I colori sono il bianco, il nero, il rosso e il rosa acceso, come un velo di lipstick. 

AI 2022/23

2B      byU
Iris Law models the knitwear capsule collection inspired by Marilyn Monroe

Marilyn Monroe is a cinema icon, and perhaps the very definition of twentieth-century feminine 
sensuality. 
The strong spirit of the model and activist Iris Law charms admirers everywhere, from magazine 
covers to the catwalks of the biggest brands in luxury fashion, as well as on her own social media 
pages. 
Iris is the Gen Z version of Marilyn Monroe - magnetic, free and independent. Marilyn and Iris are 
the soul and the face of ToBeLovedByYou, the Sportmax Fall-Winter 2022/23 capsule collection 
of knitwear total looks that translates the absolute femininity of the Hollywood icon into the ultra-
contemporary language of Jude Law and Sadie Frost’s daughter, Iris. 

The words I wanna be loved by you, sung by Monroe in Billy Wilder’s 1959 cult movie Some like it hot 
have given the name to the pieces of this Sportmax capsule collection, which is inspired by Marilyn 
and her wardrobe, filled with the tight-fitting dresses with plunging necklines and backless models 
with slender straps that made her a timeless symbol of feminine beauty, well aware of her powerful 
seductive quality. Today Iris radiates this same allure - as aesthetically different as she may be 
from the original Marilyn – nevertheless she expresses the sensuality of her age in way that is just 
as powerful. 

The collection is crafted in cashmere and the silhouettes are tight-fitting, paying a tribute to the 
powerful sensuality of today’s women. 
The close-fitting shapes strike a contrast with the oversize sweaters featuring a macro or micro 
inlaid heart in contrasting shades.
The colours are white, black, red and a vibrant lipstick pink. 

FW 2022/23

C
Cashmere

Sportmax

2B byU 
To Be Loved by You

Marilyn Monroe, icona del cinema, la donna che forse più di tutte ha definito l’idea di sensualità 
nel Novecento.  
Iris Law modella e attivista, figlia di Jude Law e di Sadie Frost, uno spirito forte che               
oggi affascina il mondo dalle copertine dei magazine più importanti, dalle passerelle, dai suoi 
stessi social.  
Sono le parole della canzone I wanna be loved by you, cantata dalla Monroe nel cult movie del 
1959 A qualcuno piace caldo di Billy Wilder, a dare il nome a questa capsule di Sportmax 
creata pensando al guardaroba della diva, ai suoi abiti scollatissimi e fascianti, ai giochi di esili 
spalline e schiene nude che l’hanno resa un simbolo senza tempo di femminilità consapevole 
del proprio potere di seduzione. Lo stesso che oggi emana Iris, diversa ma come lei forte 
nell’interpretare con determinazione la sensualità del proprio tempo. 
La collezione è realizzata in cashmere, le silhouette sono aderenti, un inno sexy per tutte le 
powerful women di oggi. Alle shape attillate, fanno da contraltare i maglioni oversize con un 
cuore intarsiato in versione macro o micro, con nuance a contrasto. 
I colori sono il bianco, il nero, il rosso e il rosa acceso, come un velo di lipstick. 

Marilyn Monroe is a cinema icon, and perhaps the very definition of twentieth-century 
feminine sensuality.  
The strong spirit of the model and activist Iris Law, Jude Law and Sadie Frost’s daughter, 
charms admirers everywhere, from magazine covers to the catwalks, as well as on her own 
social media pages.  
The words I wanna be loved by you, sung by Monroe in Billy Wilder’s 1959 cult movie Some 
like it hot have given the name to the pieces of this Sportmax capsule collection, which is 
inspired by Marilyn and her wardrobe, filled with the tight-fitting dresses with plunging 
necklines and backless models with slender straps that made her a timeless symbol of 
feminine beauty, well aware of her powerful seductive quality. Today Iris radiates this same 
allure - as aesthetically different as she may be from the original Marilyn – nevertheless she 
expresses the sensuality of her age in way that is just as powerful.  
The collection is crafted in cashmere and the silhouettes are tight-fitting, paying a tribute to 
the powerful sensuality of today’s women.  
The close-fitting shapes strike a contrast with the oversize sweaters featuring a macro or 
micro inlaid heart in contrasting shades. 
The colours are white, black, red and a vibrant lipstick pink. 



C
Cube





CAMELUXE is a new frontier for mindful fashion: the excess camelhair fabrics are upcycled 
from our legendary coats (and not only) in order to create a warm insulating pad. Cameluxe 
challenges conventional notions of the environmental impact of fashion production by 
repurposing luxury materials that would have otherwise been unused, decreasing energy 
consumption, the output of waste, water usage, and CO2 emissions. 

Max Mara is synonymous with camel hair. The legendary coats have been crafted from this 
sustainable fiber that is collected from the camel as it naturally sheds. The excess camelhair 
fabric of the Max Mara coats is upcycled to create a new coat with a sustainable padding, the 
Cameluxe, an ultra-fine material used as insulation for a new generation of Max Mara The 
Cube - the integrated system of outerwear and accessories that has been around the “block” 
a few times.

Max Mara The Cube
Cameluxe

La sostenibilità nella sua versione haute de gamme. Che punta a ridare vita a materiali 
ricercati e preziosi, come lana, cashmere e il cammello iconico di Max Mara, i cui sfridi di 
lavorazione vengono riciclati per (ri)creare il Cameluxe: fibra brevettata pregiata (e 
pluripremiata) dalle più importanti istituzioni della moda a tema “green”.  

CAMELUXE rappresenta una nuova frontiera per la moda consapevole: i materiali di avanzo 
degli iconici cappotti in cammello (e non solo), vengono riutilizzati mediante la tecnica 
dell’upcycling per creare una calda imbottitura isolante. 

Max Mara è sinonimo di cammello. I leggendari cappotti vengono realizzati con fibre 
sostenibili ottenute dalla naturale pettinatura del cammello. Grazie al processo dell’upcycling, 
i materiali di eccesso derivanti dalla confezione dei cappotti sono recuperati per dare origine 
al Cameluxe, un materiale finissimo usato come imbottitura per una nuova generazione di Max 
Mara The Cube, il sistema integrato di capispalla e accessori.



Max Mara

D
Dress
L’abito, in tutte le sue infinite 
varianti che rivivono alla luce  
della contemporaneità,  
modelli classici come lo  
chemisier e le robe-manteau 
per evergreen stampati 
monocromatici o total colour.

The dress, in all its infinite 
variations, is revitalized under 
the spotlight of modernity, 
classic styles like the shirt 
dress and coat defy time in 
ageless monochrome prints 
or plain colours.



D
Dress

Sportmax

Nuovi sillogismi di linea e materia, gli abiti di 
Sportmax si modellano sul corpo grazie a tessuti 

body-con e costruzione design. 
New syllogisms of line and material, the Sportmax dresses cling to 

the figure thanks to body-con fabrics and designed construction. 



La riscoperta del colore 
nei toni delle pietre 
preziose, printed o tinta 
unita su completi pouf  
e slim dress o pijama a 
palazzo per tutte le 
occasioni più importanti.

E
Elegante

Max Mara Studio

Colour is rediscovered in 
gemstone hues, printed or 
plain, on puffed outfits and 
slim dresses or palazzo pant 
pyjamas for all those 
important occasions.



F
Fantasie

’S Max Mara

Libertà di stampa: a disegni 
grafici, poptical vegetali o a fiori 
rinnovano il vestire quotidiano 
portando la giusta dose di 
“fantasie” su flirty dress, completi 
pijama, abiti trapezio o anche solo 
semplici camicie.

Prerogative of the print: in graphic 
patterns, poptical plants or florals 
refresh everyday dressing adding the 
perfect dose of «fantasy» on a flirty 
dress, pyjama outfits, trapeze dresses 
or even just on a simple shirt.



G
Giacche

Max Mara

Parola “Made in Italy” immancabile 

nel vocabolario Max Mara, la giacca 

è un indispensabile del guardaroba 

ma oggi veste davvero qualsiasi 

attitudine. Dal business al tempo 

libero come vero capo assoluto.

The “Made in Italy” word is deeply 
embedded in the Max Mara vocabulary, 
the jacket, a wardrobe staple, can today 

express almost any attitude. From 
business to casual, it’s a peerless 

garment that transcends the moment.



G
Giacche

Sportmax

Non (più) solo blazer o in 
completo, la giacca dà vita  
a nuove silhouette, styling cool  
e modi di vestire contemporanei.

Not (any longer) just a blazer or part 
of a suit, the jacket enables new 
silhouettes, cool styling and 
contemporary modes of dressing.

Max Mara Studio



H
Habito

Weekend Max Mara

Habito is the name of the new Weekend Max Mara Signature Collection co-created together with 
worldrenowned architect and designer Patricia Urquiola for Fall Winter 2022-23. It also marks the 
10th collection of the Weekend Max Mara Signature project. 

“‘Habito’, in Spanish, refers to ‘habits’ and ‘to inhabit’ in the first person. My work is everyday 
research about how we can inhabit a space or a living experience at different dimensions. Why not 
also garments? They are pieces of our houses that we bring with us in our path. The collection’s 
narrative is about hybrid pieces that welcome you as a home. An emotional habitat,” says Patricia 
Urquiola, adding how Habito is a personal and intimate project for her. Hybridization pervades the 
collection, in terms of eye-catching mismatches of contrasting graphic patterns, colours, textures 
and even parts of different silhouettes to unpredictable effect. So, a blouse is actually transformed 
into a jumper-blouse while coats and quilted jackets blend together seamlessly. 

Coats are the most emblematic garments, the most pronounced expression of Urquiola' s 
“hybridization.” They are personalized reinterpretations of existing Weekend Max Mara silhouettes, 
primarily in cocoon-shapes, that bond traditional wools and ribbed knits with technical nylon, 
creating matte, shiny and reflective effects. 

In a tribute to Urquiola's roots, Habito also nods to traditional Spanish garments, represented via 
colourful hems, volumes, and folds. 

Colour also plays a central role, expertly used to highlight the details or in gradient effects that 
wash over blouses and oversized knits. 

The accessories complete the mood with a very personal take on the Chelsea boot in soft leather, 
featuring fringes, set on a lug sole. As for the Pasticcino Bag, Urquiola reinterprets the house's 
iconic design with two fabrics: one with a padded vertical pattern for a 3D effect and the other one 
with diagonal lines that create an iridescent glow. The Pasticcino Bag’s distinctive boule clasps are 
further enlarged, creating an even bolder statement.

HABITO
Weekend Max Mara unveils Habito, the new Signature Collection 

by Patricia Urquiola. 

Habito is the name of the new Weekend Max Mara Signature Collection co-created together with world-
renowned architect and designer Patricia Urquiola for Fall Winter 2022-23. It also marks the 10th collection of the 
Weekend Max Mara Signature project.

In a fusion of languages and visions, Urquiola's talent as a multi-faceted architect and designer pervades the
collection through savvy and refined combinations. Silhouettes are roomy, wide and loose and, in true Weekend
Max Mara style, the collection balances personality and comfort for refined travellers and their fast-paced lives.
“‘Habito’, in Spanish, refers to ‘habits’ and ‘to inhabit’ in the first person. My work is everyday research about how
we can inhabit a space or a living experience at different dimensions. Why not also garments? They are pieces
of our houses that we bring with us in our path. The collection’s narrative is about hybrid pieces that welcome
you as a home. An emotional habitat,” says Patricia Urquiola, adding how Habito is a personal and intimate project
for her.

Hybridization pervades the collection, in terms of eye-catching mismatches of contrasting graphic patterns,
colours, textures and even parts of different silhouettes to unpredictable effect. So, a blouse is actually
transformed into a jumper-blouse while coats and quilted jackets blend together seamlessly.
Coats are the most emblematic garments, the most pronounced expression of Urquiola' s “hybridization.” They
are personalized reinterpretations of existing Weekend Max Mara silhouettes, primarily in cocoon-shapes, that
bond traditional wools and ribbed knits with technical nylon, creating matte, shiny and reflective effects.

In a tribute to Urquiola's roots, Habito also nods to traditional Spanish garments, represented via colourful hems,
volumes, and folds.

Colour also plays a central role, expertly used to highlight the details or in gradient effects that wash over blouses
and oversized knits.

The accessories complete the mood with a very personal take on the Chelsea boot in soft leather, featuring
fringes, set on a lug sole. As for the Pasticcino Bag, Urquiola reinterprets the house's iconic design with two
fabrics: one with a padded vertical pattern for a 3D effect and the other one with diagonal lines that create an
iridescent glow. The Pasticcino Bag’s distinctive boule clasps are further enlarged, creating an even bolder
statement.

Launched in 1983 as a casual outdoors weekend collection, Weekend Max Mara has evolved into an authentic Italian lifestyle 
brand with a unique identity and relevant personality. Today Weekend Max Mara’s wide-spanning collections of ready-to-wear
and accessories effortlessly balance currency and continuity. The contemporary and sophisticated selection fuses formal and
informal with a multi-occasion casual elegance for open-minded, cultured and free-spirited women whose individuality is 
beyond fashion, above seasons. As part of the brand’s ongoing drive, Weekend Max Mara introduced its Signature Capsule
collections, designed or inspired by a renowned creative who each season interprets the house codes creating a unique 
wardrobe with a distinctive point of view. Weekend Max Mara is available in about 250 mono-brand stores and leading 
department stores globally.



In a fusion of languages and visions, Urquiola's talent as a multi-faceted 
architect and designer pervades the collection through savvy and 
refined combinations. Silhouettes are roomy, wide and loose and, in true 
Weekend Max Mara style, the collection balances personality and 
comfort for refined travellers and their fast-paced lives.
“Habito, in Spanish, refers to ‘habits’ and ‘to inhabit’ in the first person. 
My work is everyday research about how we can inhabit a space or a 
living experience at different dimensions. Why not also with garments? 
They are pieces of our houses that we bring with ourselves into the 
world. The collection’s narrative is about hybrid pieces that welcome 
you as a home. An emotional habitat,” says Patricia Urquiola, adding how 
Habito is a personal and intimate project for her.

Co-created with 
world-renowned architect and designer 
Patricia Urquiola, the new Weekend Max 
Mara Signature Collection for Autumn 
Winter 2022-23 entitled Habito, also 
marks the 10th collection of the 
Weekend Max Mara Signature project.



Urquiola’s “hybridization” pervades the collection, 
in terms of eye-catching mismatches of contrasting 
graphic patterns, colours, textures and even parts of 
different silhouettes to unpredictable effect. Coats 
are the most emblematic and the most pronounced 
expression of this concept. They are personalized 
reinterpretations of existing Weekend Max Mara 
silhouettes, primarily in cocoon-shapes, that bond 
traditional wools and ribbed knits with technical 

nylon, creating matte, shiny and reflective effects. 
As a tribute to the designer’s roots, Habito 
also references traditional Spanish garments, 
represented via colourful hems, volumes, and 
folds. Colour plays a central role, expertly used 
to highlight the details or in gradient effects that 
wash over blouses. The accessories complete the 
mood with a personal take on the Chelsea boot in 
soft leather, featuring fringes, set on a lug sole.



H
Heritage 
Colours

Max Mara

Va di moda, nella moda,  
il sancire la propria palette di colori signature. Come per il 

cammello, da sempre iconico di Max Mara. Ma non solo. Ecco 
ancora il cacha, il rosso, il giallo, il grigio urbano e il bianco biacca. 

In una sfilata di tinte inconfondibili.

Fashionable and in fashion, the consolidation of one’s own signature colours. 
Like camel colour, always an iconic colour for Max Mara. But it’s not the only 
one, there’s also cacha, red, yellow, city grey and lead white. For a runway of 

unmistakable tones.



H
Heritage 
Colours

Max Mara
Cammello

Camel



H
Heritage 
Colours

Max Mara Cacha



H
Heritage 
Colours

Max Mara
Grigio Urbano

City Gray
Bianco & Nero

Black & White



H
Heritage 
Colours

Max Mara
Total Bianco

Total White



H
Heritage 
Colours

Max Mara
Total Giallo

Total Yellow



H
Heritage 
Colours

Max Mara
Total Rosso

Total Red



La golden age di Hollywood 
rivisitata in ottica anni Venti 
del 2000.
The golden age of Hollywood seen 
through the lens of the 2020s.

Sportmax

Hitchcock
H
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Icons

Must insuperabili che si rinnovano di stagione in nuove proposte.  
Veri investment piece da tramandare da madre in figlia.

More Than A Coat,
A MaxMara!

101801, Manuela, Ludmilla, Teddy e la Whitney Bag.

Peerless must-haves that are renewed from season in new proposals.  
True investment pieces to be handed down from mother to daughter.



ICON 101801



ICONA RIVISITATO

ICON 101801

Icon Reinterpretation



ICON MANUELA



Max Mara

ICONA
Gilet

RIVISITATO 
Cashmere

RIVISITATO 
Shearling

ICON MANUELA

Icon Reinterpretation
RIVISITATO

Reinterpretation

Reinterpretation



Meet Ludmilla. 

When some smart pundit first coined the term, stealth luxury (the art of 
selecting the best of the best without the need to boast about it) it was Ludmilla 
that was on his mind. This is a coat that defines the concept. This is the 
connoisseur’s coat; the preferred option of those in the know. 

Hand sewn in Italy from two layers of feel-it-to-believe-it soft cashmere, this 
relaxed fit swaddles the body with enveloping warmth. Ludmilla’s generous 
collar has screen goddess glamour and the cashmere is so finely woven it 
gleams like a heavy satin. 

When you feel the call of luxury, the instinctive 
answer is Ludmilla.

#MaxMara 
#MaxMaraLudmilla

ICON LUDMILLA



ICON LUDMILLA

ICONA STAGIONALE
Icon Seasonal



TEDDY

Max Mara

I
Iconici

NEW

“Every few years we feel the need to present a 
collection that is just about Max Mara, our brand 

values and our unique history.” Ian Griffiths 

Max Mara’s creative director Ian Griffiths spent a lot of time in the 
archive and rediscovered the rich ‘Teddy Bear' coats that the brand 
made in the 80's using plush long pile fabrics in noble fibres - 
originally developed in German mills for making high end childrens' 
toys. He discovered that not only were those fabrics no longer made, 
but the mills had all closed down and much of the know-how had 
been lost.  

The team worked with an Italian supplier to redevelop the technology 
to produce a unique faux fur of pure camel hair on a base of silk.  

The exuberant volume of the coat is a celebration 
of the fabric's opulent extravagance.  

#MaxMara   
#MaxMaraTeddyBear

“Every few years we feel the need to present a 
collection that is just about Max Mara, our brand 

values and our unique history.” Ian Griffiths

Max Mara’s creative director Ian Griffiths spent a lot of time in the 
archive and rediscovered the rich ‘Teddy Bear' coats that the brand 
made in the 80's using plush long pile fabrics in noble fibres - 
originally developed in German mills for making high end childrens' 
toys. He discovered that not only were those fabrics no longer made,
but the mills had all closed down and much of the know-how had 
been lost.

The team worked with an Italian supplier to redevelop the technology 
to produce a unique faux fur of pure camel hair on a base of silk.

The exuberant volume of the coat is a celebration 
of the fabric's opulent extravagance.

#MaxMara   
#MaxMaraTeddyBear

ICON TEDDY



ICON TEDDY

ICONA RIVISITATO
Icon Reinterpretation



On the occasion of the inauguration of the new Whitney Museum in the Meatpacking District in 
New York, Max Mara Group, sponsor of the opening party of the museum scheduled for spring 
2015, is pleased to announce an extraordinary new collaboration with the architect Renzo 
Piano, for the creation of a bag that reflects Italian creativity. The Whitney bag will be jointly 
designed by Max Mara and the Renzo Piano Building Workshop. 

A homage to Italian creative genius, celebrated by the original combination of the great master 
architect and one of the best-known names on the Italian Style stage, renowned worldwide for 
its tailoring tradition, luxury materials, experimentation and modern approach. 

“Aesthetics” and “technique” are the concepts behind this bag, boasting pure design and 
sophisticated materials directly inspired by the prospects and proportions of the museum, 
considered one of the most outstanding new architectural features of the New York of the 
future, with its cantilevered entrance, glass and metal surfaces, steel finishing elements and the 
structure that juts out and envelops the building like a ribbon.  

Crafted in soft, quality leather, the hallmark of the Whitney Bag – as indeed the architectural 
structure of the building – is its elegant surface, featuring distinctive heat-welded ribbing that 
gradually becomes fine lines. These “graphic tears” directly recall the lamellar appearance of 
the facade of the new Whitney Museum.  
The red-coloured interior is a further detail the architect Renzo Piano requested as a distinctive 
element of the bag.  

Also borrowed from the world of design are the technologies applied to creating the bag, which 
combine traditional leathercraft with innovative industrial techniques, while a high-precision 
laser process is used for the high-definition engraving on the brass plate used as a mould for the 
strips of leather that are then top-stitched to create the pattern on the bag. Worth noting is that 
all the stages in the printing process are performed using a press lined in rubber to guarantee 
the top quality of the leather and keep it exceptionally soft, adapting a sophisticated technique 
usually found in embroidery to the field of leather.  

In describing the new Whitney Bag, all the metal details of the bag have been studied based on 
the observation of the structural metal components of the architectural project by Renzo Piano, 
such as the steel tie-beams of the façade, used as inspiration for the buckles, the inside pocket 
or the unmistakable snap hook, the signature feature of the shoulder bag. All created with a 
special matt satin-finish galvanic coating that directly echoes the materials used to create the 
museum.   

The Alcantara lining on the inside is in an unexpectedly contrasting red colour, a snapshot 
typical of the sophisticated, striking use the great Italian architect always makes of primary 
colours in his creations.  

"As architects you have to create a place where the emotions become more intense"  
Renzo Piano Building Workshop 

The Whitney Bag will be available in three sizes (original, medium, small), in the supremely 
elegant colours black, bordeaux and tan typical of top-of-the-range leather goods. 
Also available will be an exclusive collectors’ limited, numbered edition of this brand-new 
model: 250 bags – with a logo stamp branded on the inside – in an aluminium-look extra-light 
blue reminiscent of the metallic shade of the facade of the museum.  

Just as the Whitney Museum blends seamlessly into the natural, urban and social landscape of 
the Meatpacking District, the Whitney Bag is more than just a designer’s whim, aiming to 
become an elegant yet practical, versatile model that slots easily into the feminine wardrobe, 
very much in keeping with the utility luxe philosophy of the leading Italian group.  

Whitney Bag 

In occasione dell’inaugurazione del nuovo Whitney Museum of American Art nel Meatpacking District a New York, 
il Gruppo Max Mara, sponsor dell’opening party del museo previsto per la primavera 2015, ha il piacere di 
annunciare la nuova straordinaria collaborazione con l’architetto Renzo Piano per realizzare una borsa frutto della 
creatività Italiana, realizzata a quattro mani tra Max Mara e il Renzo Piano Building Workshop: la Whitney Bag.

Un omaggio alla creatività e ingegnosità italiana, festeggiato dall’inedito connubio tra il Renzo Piano Building 
Workshop  e una tra le più importanti realtà dell’Italian Style conosciuta - e riconosciuta - a livello globale 
per tradizione sartoriale, lusso dei materiali, sperimentazione e modernità.

“Estetica” e “tecnica”, ecco i concetti fondanti di questa borsa che si ispira per purezza di disegno e ricerca dei 
materiali direttamente alla facciata e alle proporzioni del museo
che - costituito da un piano terra completamente trasparente aperto verso la città e da una massa che vola 
costituita da pannelli in acciaio che lo avvolgono come dei nastri- è già considerata tra le novità architettoniche 
più rilevanti della New York del futuro.

Realizzata in pregiata pelle morbida la Whitney Bag – proprio in continuità con la struttura architettonica - si 
contraddistingue per un’elegante superficie caratterizzata da nervature preformate a caldo che si assottigliano 
fino a diventare puro tratto. Veri e propri “tagli grafici” che richiamano direttamente l’aspetto modulare della 
facciata del nuovo Whitney Museum.
L’interno della borsa  di colore rosso è un’ulteriore dettaglio che il Renzo Piano Building Workshop ha voluto come 
elemento distintivo.

Mutuate dal design, anche le tecnologie messe in campo per la realizzazione che uniscono artigianalità 
tradizionali della pelletteria a innovative façon di confezione industriale. E’ invece una lavorazione al laser di 
precisione quella utilizzata per incidere ad altissima definizione la lastra di ottone usata come stampo per creare i 
canaletti di pelle che, una volta impunturati, creeranno il motivo sul quadrante. Da sapere che tutte le fasi di 
stampa sono eseguite con una pressa foderata di caucciù per garantire l’altissima qualità della pelle e 
mantenere la massima morbidezza, adattando nel campo della pelletteria una raffinata tecnica solitamente 
propria del ricamo.

Descrivendo la nuova Whitney Bag, anche tutti i dettagli in metallo della borsa sono stati studiati partendo 
dall’osservazione dei componenti strutturali in metallo del progetto architettonico del Renzo Piano Building 
Workshop. Come i tiranti d’acciaio della facciata che hanno dato forma alle fibbie, alla tramezza o 
all’inconfondibile moschettone, elemento “signature” della tracolla. Tutto realizzato tramite una galvanica 
speciale satinata opaca, che riecheggia direttamente i materiali utilizzati per la realizzazione del museo.

Inaspettatamente, la fodera interna in Alcantara si tinge – a contrasto - di rosso, un “clin d’oeil” all’uso raffinato e 
deciso dei colori primari che caratterizzano i dettagli di molti progetti del Renzo Piano Building Workshop.

"As architects you have to create a place where the emotions become more intense"
Renzo Piano Building Workshop

La Whitney Bag sarà disponibile in tre misure (original, medium, small) nei colori nero, bordeaux e cuoio, tinte 
dall’eleganza assoluta, tipiche della pelletteria haute de gamme.
Novità nella novità, verrà realizzata un’ esclusiva versione “collector” in edizione numerata e limitata  di 250 pezzi 
– con timbro a fuoco interno personalizzato - in color grigio-azzurro chiaro che richiama la tonalità metallica della 
facciata del museo.

Come il Whitney Museum si inserisce perfettamente nel panorama naturale, urbano e sociale del Meatpaking 
District, anche la Whitney Bag lontano dal diventare un mero divertissement progettuale, vuole essere una borsa 

ICON WHITNEY



La più tradizionale tecnica artigianale della 
maglieria, brilla di luce nuova. Grazie a 

disegni monogram, pattern ispirati all’arte 
o piccole ma lucenti applicazioni preziose.

Max Mara

J
Jacquard

Knitwear’s most traditional artisan technique 
shines out in a new light: thanks to monogram 
designs, patterns inspired by art or small but 

shimmering refined decorations.



J
Jacquard

Weekend Max Mara
Mountain to 
Manhattan.



Max Mara Studio

K
Knitwear

Maglia come 
basic immancabile 
per l’inverno.

The sweater, an 
inescapable basic for 
the winter.

Chill/Chic Factor
La maglia versione relax. Sul 

lavoro, per lo smart working o 
nella lounge.

LOVELY LEISURE

The leisure sweater. 
At work, for the remote 
worker or in the lounge.



K
Knitwear

Weekend Max Mara

Tricot timeless: 
tra punti 3D, coste 
mini o maxi e 
lavorazioni a trecce.

Timeless tricots: 
From 3D stitches, 
mini or maxi ribs 
and cable knits.



Max Mara Studio

L
Leopardo

L’ animalier, come valore sicuro. 
In versione total look o da spezzare,  

ad esempio col nero.

Sportmax

The animal print, a trusted classic.  
In total look versions or to mix & match, 

possibly with black.



M
Max Mara

by Ethan James Green 

La campagna Max Mara interpretata da 
Ethan James Green. 

Il casting: Rianne Van Rompaey, Maty Fall, 
Sherry Shi, and Jessica Stam.

The Max Mara campaign interpreted by 
Ethan James Green. 

Casting: Rianne Van Rompaey, Maty Fall, 
Sherry Shi, and Jessica Stam.



M
Max Mara

by Ethan James Green 



Weekend Max Mara

N
New  Bourgeoise

Tra cappottini chevron, 
completi Principe di Galles, 
cardigan e gonne midi, un 
mix tra sartoriale, preppy e 
English style.  
È il nuovo “borghese non 
borghese”.

Between chevron coats, Prince 
of Wales check suits, cardigans 
and midi skirts, a mix of tailored, 
preppy and English style. 
This is the new “bourgeoisie  
non bourgeoisie”.



Weekend Max Mara

O
Outdoor

Fresh Air. 
Dai mezzi pesi al grande freddo, piumini, parka e bomber 
si allungano ( o accorciano ) in sintonia con la stagione.


In una sinfonia di colori autunnali.
From the mid-weights to the winter warmers, down jackets, parkas and 

bomber jackets lengthen ( or shorten ) with the season. 
In a symphony of fall colours.



P
Paillettes e  
Punti luce

Sportmax

Sequins and Sparkles

Cristalli come 
paillettes e paillettes 
all over al posto  
di cristalli.  
Per brillare sempre.

Sparkling style.

Crystals used as sequins 
and all-over sequins in 
the place of crystals.  
To sparkle forever.



Q
Quiet  
Luxury

Pratico, concreto e sognante 

al contempo. Che non ha 

nulla da (di)mostrare. 

Caratterizzato da quei valori 

autentici, propri da sempre 

del DNA Max Mara. 

Max Mara

Il lusso, oggi!

Practical, tangible and at the 
same time dreamy, but that has 
nothing to shout about.  
Exuding those authentic values 
that have always been in the 
Max Mara DNA. 

Luxury, today!



Weekend Max Mara

R
Rainbow

Righe arcobaleno da 

sfoggiare, per colorare 

di nuovo anche le 

giornate più grigie.

Rainbow stripes to flaunt, 
to bring colour even to 
the greyest days.



S
Sartoriale

Max Mara

Sua Maestà, la giacca intelata, che rappresenta il livello più 
elevato della tradizione Sartoriale. Un classico senza tempo, 

che cambia nel modo di interpretarla.
Her Royal Highness, the full-canvas jacket, the quintessential expression of the 

best tailoring traditions. A timeless classic, that changes with interpretation.



T
Tuxedo

Max Mara

Non più solo per i party, la giacca da sera, 
diventa un modo di essere. In bianco e nero.

More than just a party, jacket for evenings out,  
it has become a way of being, in black and white.



T
Tartan & Co.

Weekend Max Mara

Dagli scozzesi della highland al
Principe di Galles e Pied de Poule,
all’eleganza Saville Row,
in versione micro-macro,
quadri e quadretti si mixano
insieme in tanti - tutti - gli stili.

From the Scottish Highland plaids to
the Prince of Wales check, houndstooth
and the elegance of Saville Row,
in micro-macro versions,
Checks and mini checks are mixed
together in many – if not all – of the styles.



T
Teddy

Max Mara



Teddy
Max Mara



U
Urban Ski

Weekend Max Mara

Lo stile sci, da città. 
Sport, ma bonton insieme. 
Molto fashion.

The look of the ski slopes in the city.
Sporty yet chic.  
Fashionable in every way.



PASTICCINO BAG 
WORLD TOUR 

Ready to take off with the Weekend Max Mara Pasticcino Bag World Tour. 

The iconic Weekend Max Mara Pasticcino Bag is ready to embark on an awe-inspiring world tour and
the first stop is Venice.
This new cross-seasonal project will kick off with the Fall Winter 2022 season, charting a special
“Pasticcino Bag” itinerary that, season after season, will support artisanal excellence and crafting
traditions. 
In a tribute to Venice's glorious history in textiles and glass making, the Pasticcino Bag Modello
Venezia edition is crafted with sumptuous Fortuny textiles and colorful glass beads made in Murano. 
For over eight centuries, the tiny island of Murano on the Venice Lagoon has elevated the art of glass
making to unrivaled levels of elegance, technique and creativity.  
In the legendary textile mill founded by Mariano Fortuny, who in 1922 transformed an ancient convent
on the island of Giudecca into his factory, still today the fabrics are made on the original machines.
The three different cottons used for the Pasticcino Bag Modello Venezia span from metallic motifs in
gentle hints of gold and copper against ivory and dusty teal blue to accents of lavender and deep red
on a creamy base to a pattern in a mix of green and beige.
Named after the Italian word for “small pastry,” the Pasticcino Bag seamlessly balances a sweet nature
with a strong personality. This playful clutch shape, rendered in endless variations, is characterized by
a ball clasp that in the Pasticcino Bag Modello Venezia is made by Gambaro & Tagliapietra, celebrated 
for its artistic glass objects and one-of-a-kind pieces since 1974.
The two boules that adorn the Pasticcino Bag Modello Venezia are hand made by a master glass
maker. One fuses an ivory base with streaks of contrasting nuances for a “marbleized” effect, while the 
other one is made with a pastel-tinged base, soaked or “sommerso” in a clear glass finish.
Infinitely versatile, squishy and spacious, the Pasticcino Bag Modello Venezia elevates its uniqueness
and ever-evolving desirability.

Launched in 1983 as a casual outdoors weekend collection, Weekend Max Mara has evolved into an authentic Italian lifestyle 
brand with a unique identity and relevant personality. Today Weekend Max Mara’s wide-spanning collections of ready-to-wear
and accessories effortlessly balance currency and continuity. The contemporary and sophisticated selection fuses formal and
informal with a multi-occasion casual elegance for open-minded, cultured and free-spirited women whose individuality is 
beyond fashion, above seasons. As part of the brand’s ongoing drive, Weekend Max Mara introduced its Signature Capsule
collections, designed or inspired by a renowned creative who each season interprets the house codes creating a unique 
wardrobe with a distinctive point of view. Weekend Max Mara is available in about 250 mono-brand stores and leading 
department stores globally.

The iconic Weekend Max Mara Pasticcino Bag is ready to embark on an awe-inspiring world 
tour and the first stop is Venice. 

This new cross-seasonal project will kick off with the Fall Winter 2022 season, charting a special 
“Pasticcino Bag” itinerary that, season after season, will support artisanal excellence and 
crafting traditions.  

In a tribute to Venice's glorious history in textiles and glass making, the Pasticcino Bag Modello 
Venezia edition is crafted with sumptuous Fortuny textiles and colorful glass beads made in 
Murano. For over eight centuries, the tiny island of Murano on the Venice Lagoon has elevated 
the art of glass making to unrivaled levels of elegance, technique and creativity.  

The three different cottons used for the Pasticcino Bag Modello Venezia span from metallic 
motifs in gentle hints of gold and copper against ivory and dusty teal blue to accents of 
lavender and deep red on a creamy base to a pattern in a mix of green and beige. 

Named after the Italian word for “small pastry,” the Pasticcino Bag seamlessly balances a sweet 
nature with a strong personality. This playful clutch shape, rendered in endless variations, is 
characterized by a ball clasp that in the Pasticcino Bag Modello Venezia is made by Gambaro & 
Tagliapietra, celebrated for its artistic glass objects and one-of-a-kind pieces since 1974. 

The two boules that adorn the Pasticcino Bag Modello Venezia are hand made by a master 
glass maker. One fuses an ivory base with streaks of contrasting nuances for a “marbleized” 
effect, while the other one is made with a pastel-tinged base, soaked or “sommerso” in a clear 
glass finish.

Weekend Max Mara

V
Venezia



W
Winter  
Holiday

Max Mara Studio

La moda per le feste invernali è preziosa e understatement insieme.  
Per tutte le occasioni. Dal cocktail al red carpet.  
Riscoprendo il nero assoluto.

Festive Season.

Fashion for the winter festivities is richly adorned yet understated too. 
For all occasions: from the cocktail party to the red carpet.  
Revelling in absolute black.



X
X

X - Line
Sportmax

La linea a clessidra segna  

il tempo dell’eleganza futura.  

Tracciata con sicurezza su 

cappotti avant-garde sagomati, 

tailleur scultura e fit and flare 

dress di nuova concezione.

The hourglass silhouette marks 

the time for future elegance. 

Confidently delineating shapely 

avant-garde coats, sculptural suits 

and the new concept for fit and 

flare dresses.



Weekend Max Mara

Gen Z inspired.  
Di scena una nuova attitudine più young. Che rinnova il vestire. A partire dalla felpa,  
abbinata in tanti stili. Come nuovo statement: in jersey, maglia, cammello o puro cachmere.

Y
Youth

Weekend Max Mara
Taking the stage is a new, younger attitude. Styling reloaded, starting from the sweatshirt,  
combined in various looks and the new statement pieces: in jersey, knit, camel hair or pure cashmere.



Z
Zip



MM Bag Bags
Max Mara



Anna Bags
Max Mara

Mym



Bags
Max Mara Banane



Weekend Max Mara



ShoesMax Mara

Urban boots

High Top

Teddy slippers



Gift guide
Max Mara



FALL - WINTER 2022
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